To replicate the analyses 1. Install R Version (>= 3.2.2) from https://cran.r-project.org.
4. Cut and paste the following code into the R console to quickly generate non-convergent results.
install.packages("devtools") library(devtools) install_github("poissonconsulting/tulip@v0.0.13") install_github("poissonconsulting/datalist@v0.5.1") install_github("poissonconsulting/juggler@v0.1.5") install_github("poissonconsulting/jaggernaut@v2.3.3") install_github("poissonconsulting/ranmrdata") install_github("poissonconsulting/ranmr") library(ranmr) replicate_results() 5. Open the results folder in the working directory to view the plots which are saved as png files.
6. For more information type ?replicate_results.
